
• One of the most important 
aspects of bioinformatics is 

identifying genes within a long 
DNA sequence.  



Until the development of 
bioinformatics, the only way to 
locate genes along the chromosome 
was to study their behavior in the 
organism (in vivo) or isolate the DNA 
and study it in a test tube (in 
vitro).  
Bioinformatics allows scientists to 
make guesses about where genes are 
located simply by analyzing sequence 
data using a computer (in silico). 



In principle, locating genes should be easy. DNA 
sequences that code for proteins begin with the 
three bases ATG that code for the amino acid 
methionine and they end with one or more stop 
codons; either TAA, TAG or TGA. 



The codons between the start and 
stop signals code for the various 
amino acids of the gene product but 
do not include any of the three stop 
codons.  



When examining an unknown DNA sequence, 
one indication that it may be part of a gene 
is the presence of an open reading frame 
(ORF). An ORF is any stretch of DNA that 
when transcribed into RNA has no stop codon. 



 Computer programs can be used to 
check an unknown DNA sequence for 
ORFs.  

 

  The program transcribes each DNA 
strand into its complementary RNA 
sequence and then translates the 
RNA sequence into an amino acid 
sequence.  



1. Each DNA strand can be read in three 
different reading frames. This means 
that the computer must perform six 
different translations for any given 
double-stranded DNA sequence. 

But there are problems 



2. The presence of an ORF doesn't 
guarantee that the DNA sequence 
is part of a gene.  

    We expect that, just by chance, 
there will be some long stretches 
of DNA that do not contain stop 
codons yet are not parts of genes.  



3. Likewise, codons for 
methionine do not always mark 
the start of a gene sequence. 
Methionine codons are also 
found within genes.  

  

Nevertheless, searching for ORFs 
identifies regions of the DNA 
sequence that might be parts of 
genes. 
 



  ORFs are just one feature that a 
computer program looks for when 
locating potential genes.  

 

  Genes are also characterized by 
specific control sequences involved in 
transcription and translation signals.  

 



  A computer program looking 
for ORFs must read each 
DNA strand in the 5' to 3' 
direction. 



 The end of the strand with the phosphate 
group is called the 5' end and the opposite 
end with the sugar is called the 3' end. 
The two strands run in opposite directions. 
That is, one strand runs in the 5' to 3' 
direction while the complementary strand 
runs in the 3' to 5' direction. 
 



  The enzymes and ribosomes that 
carry out protein synthesis only 
work in one direction.  

  During transcription, the mRNA is 
made in the 5' to 3' direction.  

  During translation, the mRNA is 
read in the 5' to 3' direction. 
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Almost half of the genes identified by 
the Human Genome Project have no 
known function.  
 
Researchers are using bioinformatics to 
identify genes, establish their functions, 
and develop gene-based strategies for 
preventing, diagnosing, and treating 
disease.  
 



  When a computer program finds a DNA 
sequence that satisfies all of these 
gene features (an ORF plus the 
appropriate control sequences), it 
identifies the sequence as likely coming 
from a gene. 

 

  Only testing the DNA sequence in the 
laboratory can prove that the gene is 
active in an organism however. 



Prokaryotes 
 
Archeal and bacterial genes typically 
comprise uninterrupted stretches of DNA 
between a start codon and a stop codon.  
 
Therefore, a prokaryotic gene can be 
defined simply as the longest ORF for a 
given region of DNA.  
Translation of a DNA sequence in all six 
reading frames is a straightforward task, 
which can be performed using translation 
tools (eg ORF Finder). 



Of course, this approach is 
oversimplified and may result in a 
certain number of incorrect gene 
predictions, although the error rate is 
rather low. 
 
It is always desirable to have some 
additional evidence that a particular 
ORF actually encodes a protein.  
Such evidence can be obtained using 
various methods. 
 



The ORF encodes a protein that is similar 
to previously described ones. 
 
The ORF has a typical GC content, codon 
frequency, or oligonucleotide composition 

 
The ORF is preceded by a typical 
ribosome-binding site. 
 
The ORF is preceded by a typical 
promoter. 



The most reliable of these 
approaches is a database search for 
homologs.  
 
In several useful tools, DNA 
translation is seamlessly bound to 
the database searches.  



The ORF Finder (Open Reading Frame Finder) is a 
graphical analysis tool which finds all open reading 
frames in a user's sequence or in a sequence already 
in the database, using the standard or alternative 
genetic codes.  
The deduced amino acid sequence can be saved in 
various formats and searched against the sequence 
database using the BLAST programs.  



Unicellular eukaryotes 
 
Gene organization is more complex 
and poses additional problems for 
intron identification.  
In some simple eukaryotes genes are 
quite compact with few introns, and 
gene prediction can be done using 
the same approach as in prokaryotic 
genomes. 
 



Multicellular eukaryotes 
 
Gene organization is so complex that 
identification poses a major 
problem.  
Eukaryotic genes are often 
separated by large intergenic 
regions, and the genes themselves 
contain numerous introns, many of 
them long.  



The coding regions compose only a 
minor portion of the gene.  
 
In humans because of the clinical 
phenotype of the mutations we know 
the “correct” mRNA sequence and can 
identify various alternatively spliced 
variants as mutations.  



For the majority of the human genes, 
multiple alternative forms are part of 
the regular expression pattern, and 
correct gene prediction ideally should 
identify all of these forms.  



Ideally, gene prediction should 
identify all exons and introns, 
including those in the 5′-
untranslated region (5′-UTR) and 
the 3′-UTR of the mRNA. 
 
For practical purposes, however, it 
is useful to assemble at least the 
coding exons correctly because this 
allows one to deduce the protein 
sequence.  



Gene 
 A Directory of Genes 

Since the major goal of genomic 
sequencing projects is to identify 
and characterize genes, Entrez 
Gene has been implemented at the 
NCBI to organize information 
about genes.  

 



Gene             
is a derivative database.  

 
   It provides information and links 

related to a specific gene. 
Each record is assigned a unique 
identifier, the GeneID. 
 

  Records are established for known or 
predicted genes, which are defined by 
nucleotide sequence or map position.  



Entrez Gene  



Gene: the central function 

  is to establish unique identifiers 
for genes that can be tracked 
and, in so doing, support 
accurate connections with the 
defining sequences, nomenclature 
and other descriptors. 



Gene: A curated database 

 Gene can be considered a curated 
database because many of the 
contributing databases are 
curated.  

 Additionally, records in Gene may 
be reviewed by NCBI staff.  



Gene collectcs confirmed, inferred, 
validated......records 

Entrez Gene includes records for confirmed 
genes and for genes predicted by annotation 
processes.  

The evidence for a gene can be inferred from 
the status of the RefSeq. 

For example, RefSeqs that are termed as 
predicted or model have less supporting 
evidence than those in the validated, 
provisional, or reviewed categories.  



Gene: a guide to additional 
information  

Entrez Gene is not comprehensive; rather, 
it serves as a guide to additional 
information in other databases.  

Connections are supplied to Entrez 
Nucleotide, Entrez Protein, and Blink, 
where more sequences with significant 
similarity can be retrieved.  

In addition links out to external 
databases support navigation to more 
gene-specific information.  

 



Entrez Gene to focus on the 
human cftr gene 





www.genenames.org  

The HUGO Gene 
Nomenclature 
Committee 
(HGNC) has 
assigned unique 
gene symbols and 
names to more 
than 32,000 
human loci, of 
which over 
19,000 are 
protein coding.  
 
 
 
 
 



RefSeqGene 





RefSeqGene is a subset of NCBI's 
Reference Sequence (RefSeq) project 
 
1) defines genomic sequences of well-

characterized genes to be used as 
reference standards.  

2) serve as a stable foundation for 
mutations, for numbering exons and 
introns, and for defining the 
coordinates of other biologically 
significant variation.  



Criteria for selecting  
RefSeqGene sequences 
  
1) well-supported,  
2) exist in nature,  
3) represent a prevalent, 

'normal' allele. 
  





To find the list of genes for which 
RefSeqGene records are available. 

• From RefSeqGene home page 



To find RefSeqGene record 

 Entrez Gene 

 Entrez Nucleotide 

 OMIM.  



CFTR RefSeqGene 

Link rete 







 
 
 
(cftr[Gene Name] AND "Homo 
sapiens"[Organism]) AND 
RefSeqgene[Keyword] 

Through Entrez Nucleotide  

by adding RefSeqGene[keyword] 





OMIM 



 
OMIM 

External links 



Ensembl 

Ensembl is a joint project between the 
EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) 
and the Wellcome Trust Sanger 
Institute that annotates chordate 
genomes (i.e. vertebrates and closely 
related invertebrates with a notochord). 

Gene sets from model organisms such as 
yeast and fly are also imported for 
comparative analysis. 



The Ensembl Annotation  
 

Protein-coding genes are automatically 
annotated using Ensembl's genebuild 
pipeline. All transcripts are based on 
mRNA and proteins in public scientific 
databases.  
 
The Ensembl gene set also includes 
automatically-annotated pseudogenes 
and non-coding RNAs.  





Link to ensembl 





An Ensembl gene (with a unique ENSG... 
ID) includes any spliced transcripts 
(ENST...) with overlapping coding 
sequence.  
 

Transcripts from the Ensembl genebuild, 
the Havana/Vega set and the Consensus 
Coding Sequence (CCDS) set may all be 
clustered into the same gene.  
 

Transcripts that belong to the same gene 
ID may differ in splice events, exons, and 
can give rise to very different proteins 
(isoforms) arising from alternative splicing.  



Selecting a specific transcript  
the exon/intron structure is dispayed 



Exons, introns and flanking sequence 
are shown for one transcript 
(ENST...)  
in the 5' to 3' direction, regardless 
of whether it is a forward or 
reverse-stranded gene.  



Exons - Uppercase letters 
 

•UTR (UnTranslated Region) is in 
purple 
•Coding sequence is in black. 
 

Flanking sequence and introns - 
lower case letters 
 

•Introns are blue 
•Flanking sequence upstream and 
downstream to the transcript is 
green 
 


